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HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2020 – 21) 
 

CLASS VI 
 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 
 

• Revise all the work done. 

• Do all the worksheets. 

• Read at least one book and write a review in about 100 words. Suggested books: Ruskin 
Bond / R.K. Narayan / Enid Blyton 

• Father’s Day is falling on 21st June. Make a card with a message to your father, expressing 
your emotions. 

• Write a short paragraph on what one can learn from Nature.     

• Write at least ten pages in neat handwriting in a note book. 
  
Note: All homework to be done on A4 sheets. 
  
INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT TOPIC: LIFE DURING LOCKDOWN 

You must have experienced a different life during this lockdown period. Make a collage of the 
pictures you have taken during this period and then write a paragraph on ‘My Experiments 
during Lockdown’. You may  emphasise on new things that you tried or learnt. 

 

SUBJECT: HINDI 

 
SUBJECT: MATHS 
 

(1) Write tables 2 to 20 two times in a practice notebook and learn the tables . 

(2) Solve the assignment given in the class on supplementary sheets ( loose sheets) . 

(3) On A4 size sheet make one zentangle art. 

MODEL: On thick sheet or Waste box of shoes make SNAKES AND LADDERS with ROMAN                
numerals . 



 

INTEGRATED PROJECT - Divide 24 hours in different activities such as Online classes ,help to 
your parents ,rest , electronic devices (phone ,T.V. etc.) ,physical exercises. Represent the data in 
tabular form and then on Pictograph.  

SUBJECT: SCIENCE 

1. Make a homemade mask to fight Corona. 
2. Make a model to show the arrangement of particles in the three states of matter with 

household materials. 
3. Shoot a video of interviewing your family members on ways to cope with COVID-19. 
4. Solve the given assignments. Copy the questions on A4 size sheets and write the answers 

also. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT TOPIC- LIFE DURING LOCKDOWN 

Ways to keep your-self mentally, emotionally and physically fit during the lockdown? Write 3 to 4 
pages  about it on A4 size sheets and paste supporting  pictures.  

 

SUBJECT: SOCIAL SCIENCE 
 

1. Read the Chapters done via online classes. 
2. On the political outline map of India, mark, colour and label the States, Union Territories along 

with their capitals. 
3. Record the regional language song/ dance of yours. OR Make a rap on Nationalism. 
4. Complete the assignments shared via Google Classroom on June 1, 2020. 

 

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROJECT 

On the A4 size sheet, mention the ways you are entertaining yourself during lockdown. Paste 
your pictures also. 
 

SUBJECT: SANSKRIT 

 



 

SUBJECT: ART 
 

LIFE DURING LOCKDOWN -:  
 
Click a photo or collect a photo of lockdown , print it in A4 size sheet  and compose with a slogan on 
A3 size sheet 

 
SUBJECT: COMPUTER 
 

1. Create a “MEME” on Lockdown using at least 3 images. (In Open Office Writer) 
2. Create a Presentation of images that you’ve used in your “MEME”. (In Open Office Impress) 

 
SUBJECT: VED PATH 

 

SUBJECT: PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

1. Write rules and regulations of badminton or table tennis (any one) with Diagram and 
specifications. 

2. Give two examples of each of the following types of asanas and explain their procedure and 
benefits: 

● Standing asana 
● Sitting asana 
● Lying asana 

SUBJECT: MUSIC 
 

Make a wall hanging on Famous past century Bollywood singers with names and achievements. 

 
SUBJECT: DANCE 
 

Prepare creative wall hangings on folk dances of India 


